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Introduction

Transcendence

"If you

seek

break the

kernal,

the

shell.

then you must

And likewise if you

would

know the reality of nature, you must de
stroy the appearance, and the farther you
go beyond the appearance, the nearer you
will

be to the

"

essence.

( 1 2 60?- 1 3 2 7 )

Meister Eckhart

The transcendent

experience

tially infinite, boundless,

is

essen

a reach

beyond

the readily available consciousness. While
art

is

a

ideas

fundamental

of a

society

or

expression of

community

and artists record these

of

the

people;

experiences, the

is that they frequently
beyond the boundaries of their cul

nature of artists
reach

tures. In

doing

tablished

help

so,

beliefs

redefine

they

transcend the es

of their communities and

the spectrum of possibility.

"Art historian Joshua Taylor developed a
method for discerning theological percep
tions through visual art forms. This
method illumines the theological import
of art forms especially where there is no
religous subject matter; so, his method is
particularly helpful in seeing the theologi
cal significance of process and land art.
Taylor delineated how visual forms
ex-

Ch'ien, The Creative by
Terry Miller, Images of Change,
Paintings on the I Ching (1976)
Fig. 1.

D-

press

theology. He defined as 'will to

'communitive'

fellowship'

or

those art forms which make the

viewer sensi

tive to individual persons and relations.... In contrast, Taylor
form'
'unitive'
identified as 'will to
those art forms such
and

Mondrian's Abstraction Diamond painting in Red, Yellow,
and Blue, which make one oblivious to persons as one is
drawn beyond into perfect unity. Both
and
art forms are religious; but they correspond to
different understandings of religion.
corresponds to
Eastern religious concern for unity with eternal ideas and
absorption into oneness.
suggests Western
religious concern for community and resurrection of the
body, with each individual persisting as a distinct part in the
(Adams, 120-21).
as

'unitive'

'comunitive'

'Unitive'

'Communitive'

world"

"unitive"

Taylor's delineations of the
and the
have significance for me. Although my heri
tage is western, I admire various aspects of eastern philoso
phies, primarily those of Japan and China. When looking for
meaning in life, I often find answers in those philosophies;
and my artwork, which has unitive aspects, is reflective of
that, influenced by a combination of Eastern and Western
ideas.
"communitive"

As

we approach

the millennium, the

is experiencing unprecedented
global interaction. I believe that it is one

world

of

the most important issues of our time.

However,
seems

the problem is that greed

to be the

force behind this
it has been throughout

driving

phenomena, as
history. I feel that society needs to tran
scend this pattern and redefine a new
one with more altruistic

ideals for

us as

planetary community, as cultural
identities and as individuals.
a

Fig. 2. Bone China Study #1
by Neal Yanoff (1998)
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PROCESS

I began my investigation
scendence

by developing

a

of tran

bird image

for transcendence because,
Carl Jung notes in his book, "Man and

as a symbol
as

Symbols,"

His

throughout art

I looked

birds have been

history

used

to express this

bird books, explored
bird anatomy and bird species. This gave
idea.

at

me some of the technical
needed

information I

to make a more anatomically cor

bird. After making a few birds out
of clay, I realized that it was not the bird
rect

Fig. 3. Bone China
Study #2 By Neal
Yanoff (1998)

image that particularly interested me; but

instead, it was

the idea of birds. This was

like realizing that there exists a differ
ence between a picture of an object and
the real object. Later I would realize that
the

bird, like any
when

only

it

symbol, is

exists

in the

meaningful

context of a

story.

What is the fundamental

birds
the

and what particular qualities make

bird

an appropriate symbol

scendence?

birds to
Fig. 4. Bone China
Study #3 By Neal
Yanoff

(1998)

nature of

for tran

I decided that the ability

of

defy gravity and the seeming fra

gility of their wings were analogous to
the intangible but powerful ability of the
transcendent experience to

tions. I was

looking for

defy limita

a process which

Page 10

illustrated these

tigating

qualities and

a process of

began inves

dipping fabric into slip

the fabric away so that only the
thin Bone China was left. This left a trans
and

firing

lucent,

Because I
wet

and

slip

form.

paper-thin

white,

dipping the fabric into
hanging it to dry, gravity
was

downwards creating the
form of the piece. After the piece was fired

pulled the cloth

I turned it upside-down, converting the il
lusion of gravity pulling downward to one
of a

Fig. 5. Bone China
Study #4 By Neal
Yanoff

(1998)

force pulling

upwards.

As my initial proposal was to use the
bird form as a metaphor for transcendence,
I

asked

realized

myself, "What is

metaphor?"

I

a

that a metaphor is a pattern rela

tionship. Transcendent experience is very
intimately related to pattern. A trance ex

perience,

lar to

which

is very

simi

a transcendent experi

ence, is facilitated through
mantra or

drum

rhythm.

becomes

participant

a

The

one with

the pattern, unitive, and steps
out of an

ordinary

state of

cognizance and enters an al

tered state of consciousness.

In this instance the

pattern

triggers the transcendence

which, expands awareness. I

decided to incorporate this
Fig. 6. Bone China
Study #5 By Neal
Yanoff (1998)

idea into the illustration

One

piece of

sufficient to

bone

of

my

concept.

china was not

illustrate this

pattern of

Page 11

flight. I

made

pieces of

hundreds

draped bone

and arranged them

in

of

china
various

patterns and compositions.
critique

I

deal

that the fab

realized

filled

ric was also

of symbolic

In

with a great

baggage that

irrelevant to my concept
transcendence. People did not have the
was

Fig. 7. Bone China
Study # 5 By Neal
Yanoff (1998)

of

responses that

I expected;

and

I decided

that something more abstract would be

I had been considering
geometric form, because of its ra

more effective.

using

a

tionality

to illus

and numeric relevance

trate the concept of pattern. I used sugar
cubes to test the

My first
was

theory

.

experiment with sugar cubes

to line up the cubes, one cube width

apart, to

length

of

create a

long line

the entire

the hallway. I split the line in

two at the

halfway

bolize the

change that

hoping to sym
occurs during the

point,

process of transcendence.

|

was not

completely

because, among

I

satisfied

other

things,

the line of sugar cubes always

had
The

beginning and an end.
beginning seemed logical
a

but the

abrupt end was

and the pattern was

not;

limited

by

the space which confined it.
Fig. 8. Detail of
Transcendence
Prototype By
Neal Yanoff

(1998)

Transcen-dence,
should

to me, seemed as if it

defy physical boundaries.

were some

important features

pattern of white cubes

ful;

There

about the

that were meaning

I felt I'd discovered something impor
Page 12

tant that I
to

wanted

keep; but I
wasn't sure yet

what

it

was.

I decided

not

to use the cube

form to build
the pattern

because it
seemed

too

rational.

process of tran

Fig. 9. Interior Detail

Transcendence II,
Neal Yanoff (1998)
of

By

The

scendence

is

necessarily
The nature

an organic one

that isn't

as predictable as the cube.
of

the form had to be or

readily recognizable; I
form that would not distract

ganic and
needed a

the viewer or focus attention on the
object rather than the pat

tern. In addition I would
make

the object white to

symbolize the
experience.
seemed to

purity

Utilizing

be the

of

the

the egg

perfect

way to incorporate these
features. It also alluded to
the bird conception of the

thesis, the

pattern of

birth

death, and spirituality.
All of the historical, cultural,
and

and religious significance of

Fig. 10. Mirrored Construction
before instalation, Transcendence
II, By Neal Yanoff (1998)
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the egg fit my concept physically and
symbolically.

At this point, because I
satisfied with the

arbitrary

wasn't

the

end of

pattern, like the sugar cube experi
ment, I needed to create the illusion
of

infinity. I

remembered that

father's study,

when

there were rows
mirrored trim.

I

of

I

was a

child,

bookcases

used to

in my

with

look into the

mirrors and see myself reflected end

lessly. This is the
Fig. 11. Transcendence
Prototype Head By Neal
Yanoff (1998)

effect that

I

needed

to use to convey the idea of infinity. I

began to

experiment with mirrors and

it became

apparent that

in

order

to

correctly, I needed to
two way mirror, in which the

create the effect
use a

participant/viewer would not

flected. This

would create

of space without

I

ages.

any

be

the illusion

distracting

wanted viewers

re

im

to experience

transcendence and not be deterred

by

their own reflections in the mirrors,
which would

destroy

the intended

effect.

The
was

next question to

Where does transcendence take

place?

I decided that it

tional experience,

fore it
The

resolved

to decide the context of this con

cept.

Fig. 12. Transcendence
I, By Neal Yanoff ( 1998)

be

would

was an emo

internal;

and there

take place inside a head.

viewer would

look into the head

through the eyes, the windows

into

the soul; see the egg pattern stretch

ing

out

infinitely before him;

and

be

Page 14

visually transported to another
dimension. I decided to personal
ize the head and make it a repre
sentation of myself.

After I

made

the first

didn't

realized that the optics
work effectively.

The

head, I

representa

tion of myself was also problem

Besides

atic.

being

communicated

too subjective, it

irrelevant informa

tion and was difficult to look into. I
Fig. 13. Transcendence I,
By Neal Yanoff (1998)

in

came to the conclusion that

der to

represent

needed

from the head

because the
I

ness.

Goggles

I

my face
be implied.

was

rest would

made a mold

all

myself,

or

to capture my like

better

provided a

viewing

window

and allowed
greater

for

depth
In

perception.

to create

order

effective

optics, I

needed to get

light

more

and

mirror surface

therefore I

inside,

created a cube

form

as a con

tainer which al

lowed
Fig. 14. Transcendence
By Neal Yanoff (1998)

II,

to be let in through the

more

top

light

and

also provided regular surfaces on
which

also

to place the mirrors. This

fit

with

my

previous

consider-

Page 15

Fig. 15. Detail
By Neal Yanoff
ation of

of

Transcendence II,

(1998)

geometry

and pattern

in the

concept of transcen

dence.
The final
pearance of

consideration was

the surface and outer ap

the box. I used black and white to reiterate the

concept, to illustrate the finite quality
contrast to the infinite capac

pattern

of

the

ity

body

of

mind.

in

the

This

contrast

is

also a refer

ence to the

Chinese idea
of yin and

yang,

an ex

pression of

the whole
composed of

its

opposite

parts.

Fig. 16. Interior Detail
By Neal Yanoff, (1998)

of

Transcendence

II,
Page 16

Canclusian

When I began this thesis process, I

could not

the final outcome of this investigation would be.

have imagined

My

initial

proposal

to use bird symbolism to investigate the subject of transcendence.

was

In working through the

way I

but

incorporated the

also

did,

work, creating

The
student,
sues

I provided

only my

for others,

entire process was a

including

not

by illustrating

own

viewer's perceptions

an experience

and person.

I realized that

project

cept the

growing

I successfully

conceptual,

idea

of

past

I had

started

into the form

experience

resolved

figured

out the

communicate as an

ideas. I feel that I
also

developed

well

in the future.

meaning

process

many

resolved

in terms

later; but for

artist, using

of

the

as well.

and technical points.

my thinking

the con

transcendence

for

me as an

The thesis

year

is

laid

In the

of a physical result

this project, I learned how to

visual metaphors

my thesis investigation

a method of approach to

artist,

communication

the foundation for an entirely new way of expressing myself.

and

what

my

work

to represent my
with success and

that will serve me
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Art Historical References

All
working

art exists within the continuum of art
with

ideas

and patterns that

and

have

concepts, I

must

be

history;

and as an artist,

aware of similar

thoughts, ideas,

shaped the art of our

time.

Richard Hirsch is an internationally
known ceramic artist whose interest in Japa
nese culture and
work.

His

philosophy

are central to

contributions as advisor to this

thesis project, were invaluable in the
and

his

decision making

thinking

processes.

Fig. 17. Richard Hirsch,
From American Craft,
(September 1998)

Fig. 18. The Raven and the Sun,
By Mc Dermott, Gerald, from
Raven-A Trickster Tale from the
Pacific Northwest (p 19)

"The Shaman is contemporary
man's living link with primeval
times and the creation.

Primitive

have little

conception of

past, that is to say

the

future; they live solely in

primeval past.

Life in the

present

peoples

generally

the present and the

is built up

as an ever

that took place in this primeval past. Life in
the present is built up as an everlasting repetition of processes that took
place in this primeval past. The symbol of the primeval past is the shaman;

lasting

repetition of processes

creative forces which
only live in the present, but in him the
he
still
lives, as it were, in a con
alive;
were active in the primeval past are
tinual dream
(Lommel, 75).
The contemporary shaman, living in the modern world, and trained in
thought processes of transcendentalism, can see the pattern of existence and
make predictions and assumptions based on this

he does

not

state"

.
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ST

This mask is a shaman's mask
has raven features. In native
American mythology, the raven tricked

rr%

which

0
o

the gods and stole the sun in order to

-

bring light to mankind. The Bird was the
intermediary between man and the gods

0

and was able to transcend the world as
was and see

lore the

0
1

J-

f&

something

raven

greater.

(trickster) has

it

In folk

often

been

associated with the tricks of the artist.

y *jl

In

way an artist is somewhat of a trick
ster. In my thesis I utilized
to
mask
simulate infinity.
Notice how this
appears to be wearing goggles. This is
a

"tricks"

r,

similar

to the mask that the faces appear

to be wearing in my thesis.

Fig. 19. Shaman's

Mask, From
beginning of Art,
By Andreas Lommel (fig 29)

Shaminism: The

This Native American Shaman's

Mask,

up to reveal a face be
face. This communicates how

opens

neath a

one persona or

identity

within another.

This is

way the transcendent
remain
can

be

buried

within

can

live

similar to the

identity

the mind and

released or awakened.

opening
opening

of the mask

can

is

The

similar

of the mind that

to the

happens in

transcendent awakening. The Bird is
seen

prominently

on the mask's

head

symbolizing the flight that takes
place and also relates to Native
American mythology. In Native
American culture the Raven is the

trickster,

and

The opening

is

akin

of the

to the artist.

mask

is

a symbol

place when the shaman enters the

Fig. 20. Shaman's Mask, From
Shamanism: The beginning of

spirit world.

Art, By Andreas Lommel (fig 30)

of the transformation that takes

Page 19

In the Aztec civilization, the

bolic

eagle was sym

ferocity. I have
here because it is an

of a warrior's strength and

chosen to

include this piece
how bird symbolism

example of

permeates all

cultures around the world throughout time.

Fig. 21. Terracotta Eagle Warrior, from
Michael Zabe, Aztec. Tnra fr Maya; 1993

Fig. 22. The Echo, By Georges Braque from
Sophie Bowness, Braque: The Late Works

work

I believe that Braque's
is transcendent in nature.

It transcends the physicality of
objects. A characteristic of his
paintings is interpenatration
or
the way in which objects readily
melt into one another and the
way in which the line between
form and space is erased or at
,

least blurred. Although he said
that he wasn't interested in
symbolism, I cannot overlook
the fact that in this painting of
an interior setting, the bird,
otherwise an outdoor

is

a

likely

creature,

symbol.

This

holds

a

bird,

potential

dence

picture

in

which a

boy

represents youth and

together with transcen

represented

by the

bird.

Fig. 23. Boy With A Bird, By Ivan Mestrovic,
From Dusko Keckemet, Tvan Mestrovic
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In this

Brancusi took of
is a
transcendent message that he has tried to com
municate through the use of an
egg form to
imply time and birth. Brancusi has used black
and white here to represent the pattern of posi
one of

his

photograph that

sculptures in

his

studio there

tive and negative space, and reflections
the repetitive nature of time and space.

Brancusi

was a master of the

Fig. 24.

imply

four dimensions.

World
By Constantin Brancusi, Gelitin
Silver Print (1920)
from
Friedrich Bach, Brancusi 1995.

Fig.25.

Fig

Theory and

This is

an

Beginning of the

9.32 from Ocvirk. Art Fundamentals,
practice WM.C. Brown Publishers, 1990.

illustration from the Art Fundamental that
in

9.32

notes that

"the

fig
controlling
"
(art funda
The two shapes seen together create spatial interval...
The egg is a universal symbol that is recognizable
mentals page 193).
around the world, transcending cultural differences because of its universal
ity. I found this image interesting because it shows the egg paired with a
cube, two form I used in my thesis.
rectangular and ovoidal shapes

are examples of space

objects...
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Fig. 26. California Artist by Robert Arneson from
Neal Benezra, Robert Arneson A Retrospective, 1978.

Robert Arneson set a contemporary standard
for self portraiture in ceramics in the United States.

During

the progression of the

thesis, I

studied the

way that Arneson made self portraits in clay. His
approach to handling clay, the "funk
was not
style"

for my thesis. However, I looked closely
at the way he sculpted glasses on his face in this self
portrait; and I considered how I wanted my own
portrait to be rendered.
appropriate

self-

Fig. 27. Roost Stack bt Ted Vogel from Kate
Bonansinga, The Totemic Sculptures of Ted Vogel,
Ceramics Monthly June/July/ August 1998.

This

ceramic piece

that I used in my thesis.
archetypical

images

It is the relationship
a totum

it is

of

by

Ted Vogel

uses symbols

In his work, symbolic,

are played against each other.
of

these symbols, like those in
his pieces meaning. I think

which give

pole,
importance that the bird is

key

positioned

human head. This is a recurring theme
top
in art, a language that uses symbols to convey
meaning. In my thesis I used the symbol of the bird
and the head similarly to the way Ted Vogel used it.
of a

on

This is

a

contemporary

piece of ceramic sculpture

Jun Keneko
each other.

eyes closed

by

Two heads face
One head gazes with
into the central point
.

ring of concentric circular
bands covering the other, ab
stract, head. The bands resemble
the Aboriginal
of a

"dreamtime"

painting symbolizing infinity;
and indeed, the second head

may be

a representation of the

experience of transcendence

the first.

for

By Jun Kaneko, From
by Sherry Leedy SOFA Chicago

Fig. 28. Head
sentation

1998,

repre-

American Craft Aug/Sept 1998
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Fig. 29. African Face,
RIT Slide Collection

A

picture

Schmitz,
This

Courtesy

from the

slide collection of

shows a primitive

African face

Robert

painting.

duality

or rhythym is an echo of the yin
in
another culture and which has sig
yang
nificance in many societies. I was influenced by
this idea when I was looking at surface decora

and

tions for my pieces.

Fig. 30. Jeanette Heads By Henri Matisse From Michael Mezzata, Jlenri
Matisse: Sculptor/Paintor A Retrospective Page 15.

This
In

a

piece

by

Matisse

sense, my thesis

possibilities and

shows an example of abstraction

what was unnecessary.

the results were rewarding; the important
allowed me to move a

portraiture.

down the
Although painful in process,

was a process of abstraction as

deleted

in

thing is

I

narrowed

that each completed step

little bit further.
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By Alberto Giacometti,
from Mercedes Matter, Alberto

Fig. 31.

Giacometti 1987

I looked

Giaccommetti work when I was
how
to portray myself in my
thinking
work. I was particularly struck by his use of sur
face texture and the head shapes he uses in his
at

about

sculpture.

Fig. 32. Unique Forms of Continuity
in Space By Umberto Boccioni, 1913,
From Ocvirk, Art Fundamentals

Boccionni, a founder and important mem
ber of the Futurists, was a painter and sculptor,

"constantly

concerned with the

dynamics

of

(Ocvirk 234). This particular work is
fourth dimension in
but it actually represents frozen time.

movement"

an attempt to capture the
sculpture

"The translation
terms was.

.

.

of rapid motion

[his]

into

artistic

preoccupation"

constant

(Ocvirk 234).

Fig. 33. Tingari Cycle By Ginger Tjakamarra
(Assisted by Wingie Napaltjarri) From Patrick
Corbally Strouton, Songlines and Dreamings

This
painting,

example of

represents

reality, "dream

being. This is

contemporary Aboriginal

the Aborigonal view of

time,"

a transcendent state of

represented

by

an

infinite

pat

tern.
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Fig. 34. Autumn Rhythm By Jackson Pollock,
Ocvirk, Art Fundamentals.

1957, Oil

on

Canvas from

aWV

"Confusion, fear,
about

humanities

and

uncertainty

uncertain place

in

a

threatened

by thermonuclear holo
have
led such painters to re
may
ject most of the forms of previous 20th
century art and, as a kind of personal
world
caust

catharsis, to

express their

belief,

Fig. 35. Bird in Space

By

Constantin Brancusi, 1931-36
Black and White Marble,
From Friedrich Bach,
Constantin Brancusi.

in'

value

doing'

at the expense of disciplined
design. For example, Jackson Pollock
of

frequently

cited as the chief exponent of

the Action

Painting Trend in Abstract
Expressionism, created swirling,
non-

representational

skeims of

images

fast-drying

linear
dripped di

out of

paint

rectly onto large canvases, there by ex
pressing the reality of self in the act of
creation. (Ocvirk page
In a review of Carter Ratcliff s
book, The Fate of a Gesture : Jackson
Pollock and Postwar American Art, re
viewer Bill Berkson comments, "Seen
249)"

according Ratcliff s plan, some infinity
equivalent to the type implicit in Pollock
is detectable in whatever other art can be
said to verge upon limitlessness.
(Berkson, Art in America 1997, page
29)"

Brancusi's black and
white birds demonstrate the
kind of contrast that I used
in the exterior of my thesis. I
referenced these when I in
vestigated how other artists
had rendered birds.
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Fig. 36. Three Endless Columns
in the Studio, By Constantin

Brancusi, Gelatin Silver Print
1933, From Friedrich Bach,
Constantin Brancusi.

In
not

'take

a sculpture that

over'

African art, or from
is that the quantum
or

legitimized,

forms

incorporates the idea

of

infinity, "Brancusi did

the Endless column as such from Romanian folk art, from

he gradually developed it. What is likely
was made easier,
prompted
by his knowledge of analogous

anywhere else:

leap

in status, from base to sculpture,

or perhaps even

,

and their possible cosmological meanings.

What is the meaning of the concept of infinity to which the columns
That title should in fact be Infinite Column or Column of
Infinity rather than Endless Column. The modern critical consensus has it
that the infinity of the Tirgu-Jiu column, for instance, is the function of a
owe their title?

potentially unending,

serial repetition of the rhythmic unit.

This

would

from the way in which the series of rhomboids
reflecting viewer to continue an infinitum, in
imagination, the additive process that begins in the real world. (Bach 158)
"The mythical, cosmic background of the Endless Column, was crucial
to Brancusi. He intended it as a sculptural embodiment of the archetype of
the Axis Mundi, which appears in the myths of countless peoples as the pivot
of the universe, the tree of life, the pillar of the sky, or the ladder to heaven.
and evoked the topos of the world
He described it as a 'stairway to
axis by saying that his column, 'when enlarged, will support the arch of the
firmament.'
It rises from the earth to the sun, whose earthly manifestation in
Romanian folk art is, among other things, the pillar with the rhombus. (Bach
mean that

infinity

springs

induces the perceiving

and

heaven'

160)"

There are several key features to which I responded when I looked at
Brancusi's Endless Column. I see a great deal of similarity between this work
and my thesis concept. First of all Brancusi utilized a linear element com
posed of a repeating form. He used a geometric form alone, while I chose to
use the geometric form on the exterior of my work, but the infinite pattern,
the transcendent pattern, is within the piece and is composed of organic
form. This is similar to what Brancusi sought to describe. For him and for
me, pattern, when fully internalized, will lead to the experience of the tran
scendent.
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Yang is

a movement of ex-tension.

Fig. 37. From Cyrille

Javary, Understanding
I-Ching, 1997 Page 17

the

Yin is

a movement of

in-tension.

The I-Ching is a binary system of
Yang. This methodology led me
to utilize the black and white on my own
piece. The I-Ching is a system based on
Yin

and

describing the
ing

that time

terized

by

constant

motion of

change, teach

and awareness are charac

a constant change.

is that there

The only

will always

be

change.

This illustration of the I-Ching,
Great Wheel shows the relation
ship of symbols, each one of which is a

and the

representation on a moment of transi

The Great Wheel

tion.

According

stays the

$$y
/fif*t
illiPSS
-

iH*
su"

i<

=**8^

-

H2 **$&.,
SiJHSSHHH ^$.v
SsBsSSSS
*\fe
*

_>t'"i

to the

same; it

I-Ching nothing

sees the cosmos as a

neverending circle where one part is
constantly changing into another. The
illustration also visually demonstrates
pattern,

ture,

infinity

of the circular

struc-

and contrast.

"Ml

yggeiin

yoMiiiii

*/////
*;:;!Hi

S3

Fig. 38. From CyriH

Understanding

the

Javary,

T-(1hing,

1997 Page 23
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Fig. 39. Cover Illustration, From
Ian Hinckfuss, The Fxi stance of
Space and Time, 1975.

The cover image from the
book, "The Existence of Space
and
diagrams the prin
Time,"

ciple of the

theory

of

relativity

which relates to time and motion.

This

piece shows one spatial pattern

The precision of the repeat
ing pattern implies infinity even though the
edges of the piece are actually finite.

within another.

Fig. 40. Untitled Cube (6) By Sol LeWitt, Painted Steel
1968, from John Fleming, The Visual Arts Fig 21,40.
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Fig. 41. Speeding Automobile
Giacomo Balla, Oil on Canvas
1912, from Ocvirk, Art funda

By

mentals

are

In this futurist painting the three dimensions, height, width and depth
joined by a fourth dimensiontime. The fourth dimension is communi

repeating images along the picture
plane. My thesis firmly incorporates the fourth dimension. The reflection of
the egg is symbolic of time because it implies a continuing cycle. The egg is
a symbol of birth and life renewing itself. This pattern is repeated infinitely
in the mirrors.
cated through the use of

fracturing

and

Fig. 42. Chop By Richard Nonas, Wood
1971, From Weintraub, The Maximal Impli
cations of the

in

a

Minimal Line

This piece utilizes repetitive elements
linear fashion similar to the eggs in my

thesis.
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Running Fence By
Christo, 1972-76, from Linda
Weintraub, The Maximal Im
Fig. 43.

plications of

page

the Minimal Line.

69.

it first not at
the beginning but at some
point along the way, just as one

"One

encounters

many life

encounters so

situa

tions already created and mak

ing

one aware of oneself as a

creature

As hills

.

obscure one's

vision, one could not see some portions of the fence...
The theological importance of the work may be understood through the
experiences of transcendence

afforded the viewers and the creators.

The

with fea
features remained hidden
and mysterious. The viewer's finitude was stressed by the 24.5 mile size; for
the whole work could not be seen from any one place. Part of it could not be
fences"
seen as all; for it was on land beyond
(Adams, 140-46).
This piece is important to me for a number of reasons, first because it
transcends barriers, political, interpersonal, and physical and also because of
its seemingly endless linear quality, similar to my endless pattern of white

work was sublime as

it led the

it

tures of nature beyond

viewers

them; While

to sense interrelationships

some of those

eggs.

Fig. 44. Mirrored Room
From

Ocvirk,

Art

by

Lucas

Samiris, Mirrors

Fundamentals, Theory

and

Samaris's
in

Fig

mirrored room

environmental art.
mirrors

Frame 1966,
10.98 Page 270.

on wood

Practice

In

is

a similar

an environmental

environment exists within

an example of

way, I

utilized

way, except that my

the mind.

In his

setting and be
In my work
the viewer becomes a part of the illusion of infi
nite space only when they look through the
goggles. The viewer, still resting solidly within
the plane of reality, feels carried into another
dimension. This is transcendence. To another
sculpture the viewer enters the

comes a part of the

infinite

space.

looking into the
has
changed; reality stays the
piece, nothing
same. To the person looking in through the
goggles, a new reality has opened up.
person, observing someone else
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